Experimental Aircraft Association Chapter 162.

Serving middle Tennessee since 1966.

Left Seat: President’s Corner
Greetings for the New Year!
A quick report
on where the
chapter is
today. Our
membership
continues to
grow. We
seem to pick
up a couple of members or more each month. If
everyone re-news from last year as of today we
would have 55 members, this is up significantly.
Why is this important, you may ask? Well, activity
breeds more activity and this benefits the
community as a whole. Your participation last year
has had significant impact on our group - Thanks!!!
Financially: the group has pretty much maintained
its balance in the bank and we are looking for
opportunities to use some of these resources in the
community. This could be a special program,
sponsoring a student, a fly-in, a tool crib, or you
name it. We are looking for opportunities in line
with the educational purposes of our group. Please
keep this in mind if you hear about a need or
opportunity.
Programs: the board has almost filled out the year
with options. Dates have not been confirmed, but
we’ll have a variety from hands on maintenance,
technical, safety, a couple of homebuilt project
programs, and hopefully a warbird program. Keep
the suggestions flowing and thanks to member
volunteers who so graciously chip in to share their
experiences.
EAA Chapter 162 newsletter

http://www.eaa162.org

Flying Activities: A quick look at our website
(planes & projects section - 30 +/- ) and you’ll see
we have an extraordinary variety of aircraft owners
within our chapter. If there was one weak spot this
past year, I’d have to say it was group flying
activities. Let’s make it our community resolution
to share our flying opportunities within the group
and wider community. If in the middle of the week,
weather’s looking good for the weekend - plan an
outing somewhere post an invitation to the
members of the group to join in.
See you soon,
Shelby Smith
2007-8 President EAA Chapter 162

On the Horizon: calendar of events
2008 will have more informative and fun-filled
Chapter events, featuring a program on a Thursday
evening--generally the third Thursday--of each
month.
Date
February
21

Topic
Running Past TBO:
Why, Why Not?

April 17

Fly-out to Sewanee
for Spin Training
Seminar
Jabiru Sport Aircraft
USA

May 15

Steve Johnson’s
MX-2

March 8

Location
John C. Tune
airport
(JWN)
KUOS
JWN
JWN
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Bret Smith’s
Sea Rey Amphibian
Bob Lloyd:
July 17
Fiberglas Techniques
Dan Masys:
Building Your Own
August 21
Airplane: Is it Right
for You?
September John Beam:
18
Checklists
October
Marty Emrath’s
16
RV-6A Project
November
Survival Issues
20
December
Holiday Gathering
12
June 19

www.eaa162.org

them and not rely on our memory. For my
aircraft, emergency gear extension is a good
example. This is not a difficult procedure, but
missing a step, like not pulling the gear motor
circuit breaker, can have serious consequences.
If the motor should suddenly come to life while
you are manually cranking the gear, you are
almost guaranteed to suffer a broken hand.

JWN
JWN
JWN
JWN

I’ve made notes for complex flight procedures
for a long time, and you probably have too. But
it’s only recently that I’ve started treating some
of them like my normal checklists.

JWN
JWN
TBD

Figure 1 is the checklist I use for instrument
approaches. It’s a do-check type list that’s
customized for me and my aircraft. You
probably have a similar one. What this
checklist does not cover is use of the autopilot
during approaches. That’s not surprising as use
of the autopilot is optional.

For details on these and other upcoming aviation
events in our region, please see the Chapter website
at www.eaa162.org.

Checklists with Notes

Over the years I’ve
found that while
setting up the
autopilot for a
coupled approach is
actually quite
simple, I still
manage to mess it
up periodically.
Regular practice
helps, but like
many general
aviation pilots, I
don’t do it often
enough to where I
can be sure to get it
right every time.
The recent addition
of WAAS to my
GPS and roll
Figure 1
steering capability
to the autopilot made this procedure
considerably more complex and I found myself
making far too many setup mistakes. Some of
this is undoubtedly because WAAS is a new

Flying TAA (Technically Advanced Aircraft)
poses new challenges for us pilots. While the
current generation of avionics can do amazing
things which make flying easier, this stuff is
complex and we have to spend considerable
time learning and staying proficient. You don’t
have to fly behind a glass panel to experience
TAA issues. If you depend on a moving-map
GPS navigator, you’re already there.
Part of the solution for me is a new twist on an
old friend. In addition to the normal Checklists
I use for various segments of flight (preflight,
takeoff, cruise, approach) I have added how-to
Notes to help me with procedures for things I
don’t do often but are important to get right.
Such how-to notes are not new. They are
simply checklists in the form of step-by-step
instructions. We already have them for
procedures like electrical failure, external
power start, and emergency gear extension. For
many emergency procedures we’re trained to
refer to the written procedures when we need
Newsletter
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A good clue as to which how-to notes we need
is where we’re having trouble. It’s possible that
we may need a how-to note initially, but
eventually the procedure gets engrained to
where it’s no longer necessary. That’s been the
case for me with making changes to flight plans
on the 530.

procedure, but history suggests I probably
won’t ever get it reliably committed to
memory. In the mean time, I use the how-to
note shown in figure 2.
Unless you fly with
a Garmin GNS
530W and a King
KFC 225 autopilot
the details of the
procedure in figure 2
may not make much
sense, but you’ll get
the idea that this is a
concise, step-by-step
set of instructions.
Now when I prep for
an approach, if I
intend to use the
autopilot, I first
review this how-to
note, then proceed
with the normal
approach briefing
Figure 2
and checklist. The
payoff for the added step is my autopilotcoupled approaches now get set up properly
every time.

Like the design of our checklists, we don’t
want to get carried away with developing howto notes. We should do it only for the
procedures we feel are critical and organize
them so they are at our fingertips when we need
them.
Peter Cassidy

Classifieds
We are pleased to provide no-cost classified ads for
Chapter members here in the Newsletter. Send the
ad copy you’d like distributed to other members to
eaa162news@gmail.com
Items currently for sale - 10% of sale price goes to
chapter. Contact Shelby Smith at 615-726-3030
for:

Which procedures we develop how-to notes for
is a personal choice that depends on how good
our memory is and the seriousness of the
consequence of getting it wrong. Failure to
properly set up an autopilot-coupled approach
means I’ll have to hand-fly the approach which
is not a big deal, unless it’s low IFR weather.
When the weather is really cruddy, I use every
resource I have available. Not only does the
autopilot fly a much better approach than I do,
while it’s flying the airplane, my attention is
free to monitor overall approach progress,
watch for the runway to appear, and execute a
missed approach if necessary. In such situations
I don’t want to be guessing at the autopilot
setup procedure.

David Clark 4 place Portable Intercom - DCCom 200 New 339.00 Used $169.50
Electronics International EAC-1 Single channel
EGT, OAT, CHT, two probes included will need
OAT probe New $499.00 used $ 249.99
Collins Microline - almost complete stack, I
purchased these a few years ago as back-up units
and haven't needed them. ADF, DME, Glideslope,
Transponder - will price individually or as a
package.
Westach Analogue CHT/EGT - includes two
probes - $49.99
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Sightings

Lookin’ for lift in all the wrong places…

Got News? Send it in!

Join or Renew

Been on an interesting trip and want to write a trip
report? Got a great picture with that new digital
camera? Got an aviation gadget you’d like to sell?
Working on a project that you’d like to share with
others? Put it in our newsletter! Send your pointers,
news and views to eaa162news@gmail.com

It’s the beginning of the year and time to renew
your membership. EAA Chapter 162 has a 42 year
tradition of fellowship, fun and service, and is open
to anyone who likes aviation of any kind. Join us for
$30/year (or just $10 for seniors 65 and older, or
youth up to college age.) Use the form that is part of
this newsletter, and send your check and the form to:
EAA Chapter 162
P.O. Box 22298
Nashville, TN 37202 – 2298

Tailwinds and best wishes for a safe and enjoyable
2008!
Dan Masys
And the EAA162 chapter communications committee
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Membership Information Form

Please Make any Corrections
What Name would you
prefer on your Badge?

Date ____/_____/____
Name
Address

Last

First

M Initial

Street / Box

Phone

City

Home Phone

Spouse / Sig Other
State

Cell Phone

Zip

Work Phone

E-mail

Date of Birth

EAA National #

Expiration Date

Chapter Receives a Rebate if you list EAA 162 as your Sponsoring Chapter - please do this when you
join national - - This helps the Chapter.

FAA Ratings
Other _______

[ ] Student

[ ] Private

[ ] Commercial

[ ] A&P

[ ] Glider

[ ] IFR

[ ] ME

[ ] ROTO

[ ] Flt Eng

[ ] Radio rep

[ ]CFI

[ ]CFII

Aircraft Project underway

% complete

Aircraft Now Owned
Skills would like to Contribute
Chapter
Mgmt or
activities of
interest
Occupation

[ ] Young Eagle

[ ] Newsletter

[ ] Fly-outs

[ ]Boy Scouts

[ ]Board

[ ]Membership

[ ]Tech Counse

[ ] Warbirds

[ ]Library Arch

[ ]Programs

[ ] Website

[ ]Heritage

[ ] Retired

Your Newsletter Delivery Preference
Membership Type
Current Type - -

[ ]Regular $30

[ ]US Post

[ ]E-mail

[ ]Student $10 [ ]Senior $10
local Membership Exp

Membership types are optional - seniors - those over 65 may pay 10.00 annually - Students - those
inrolled in Educational instituion to earn a degree may also pay 10.00 annually
Payment Enclosed

Any other information you would
like to share or programs you would
find interesting or helpful - list below

Mail to - EAA Chapter 162
P.O. Box 22298
Nashville, TN 37202-2298

